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Classic Graph Theory Results 

Fact   The chromatic number  х(G)  of a graph  G 
is at least its maximum clique size  ω(G). 
 
Terminology   A graph  G  with  ω(G)  ≤  2  is    
Δ-free. 
 
Theorem (B. Descartes, Kelly and Kelly, 
Mycielski, ’54 – 55, Erdős ‘59) There are  Δ-free 
graphs with arbitrarily large chromatic number. 



Diagrams of Posets are  Δ-free Graphs 



Height:  Size of Maximum Chain 



Dilworth’s Theorem ‘50 (Dual Form) 

Theorem  (Folklore, Mirsky, ‘71)  A poset  P  of 
height  h  can be partitioned into  h  antichains. 
 
Corollary   The diagram of a poset of height  h  
has chromatic number at most  h. 
 
Theorem  (Nešetřil and Rődl, ‘79)  This inequality 
is best possible.  That is, for every  h, there 
exists a poset  P  of height  h  so that the 
diagram of  P  has chromatic number  h. 



A Natural Extremal Problem  

Problem   For each  t , find the largest  h = f(t)  
for which the diagram of  P  is  t-colorable, 
provided the height of  P  is at most  h. 
 
Solution   Among all posets,  the theorem of 
Nešetřil and Rődl implies  f(t) = t.  



Interval Orders  



Chromatic Number and Interval Orders 

Problem  Number 1  For each  t ≥ 1, let  C(t)  be 
the largest  h  so that the diagram of a poset is  
t-colorable provided the height of  P  is at most  h  
and  P  is an interval order. 
 
Reminder   If  we drop the restriction that  P  is 
an interval order, then  C(t)  =  t.  But with this 
restriction, C(t)  will be much larger than  t. 



Shift Graphs and Interval Orders 

Definition  For each  n ≥ 2, the shift graph  Sn 
has the  2-element subsets of  {1, 2, …, n}  as its 
vertex set, with  {i, j}  adjacent to  {j, k}  when  
1 ≤  i < j < k ≤ n. 
 
Theorem  (Folklore) For each  n ≥ 2,  

         х(Sn) = ┌ lg n ┐. 
 
Corollary   For all  t ≥ 1,  C(t)  ≤  2t. 



Alpha-Sequences  

Definition   A sequence  (A0, A1, A2, …, Ah)  of distinct 
sets is called an Alpha-sequence when 
 
     1.   A1    A0, and 
     2.   Aj    Ai    Ai+1  whenever  j  >  i +1. 

 
Problem  Number  2  For each  t  ≥  1,  find the largest 
integer  h  =  A(t)  for which there exists an Alpha-
sequence  (A0, A1, A2, …, Ah) of subsets of  {1, 2, …, t}.   



 More on Alpha-Sequences 

Example  (Ø, {1}, {2}, {3}, {1,3}, {1,2,3})  shows that  
A(3) ≥  5.  In fact,  A(3) = 5. 
 
Example  (Ø, {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {2,4}, {1,4}, {1,3}, {1,2,3}, 
{2,3,4})  shows that  A(4) ≥  9.  In fact,  A(4) = 9. 
 



 Monotone Hamiltonian Paths 

Definition  Let  t ≥ 1  and set  n  =  2t.  A listing   
(S1, S2, …, Sn)  of all subsets of  {1, 2, …, t}  is called a 
monotone hamiltonian path  in the  subset lattice  2t  
when 
 
    1.   |Si  Δ  Si +1| = 1  for all  i = 1, 2, …, n-1. 
    2.   S1  = Ø. 
    3.   Sj    Si  implies  j  ≤  i+1, for all  i, j = 1, 2, …, n. 

 



Monotone Hamiltonian Paths 



Monotone Hamiltonian Path in 24 



A Third Problem 

Problem Number 3  Is it true that for every  
t ≥ 1, there is a monotone hamiltonian path in 
the subset lattice  2t? 



Numerical Evidence – Mostly Positive 

 

         t                         HP(t) 
 
       1                            1 
       2                           1 
       3                           1 
       4                           1 
       5                          10 
       6                         123 
       7                     1, 492, 723 
       8            300, 000, 000, 000    (at least) 
       9                           1     (at least) 
      10                           1    (at least) 



 Three Problems - Closely Connected!!! 

 
Theorem  (Felsner and Trotter, ‘95, ‘97)   For every  
t ≥ 1, 
 

            2t-2  ≤  C(t)  =  A(t)  ≤  2t-1 + └ (t-1)/2 ┘ 
 
Furthermore, the upper bound is tight if and only if 
there exists a monotone hamiltonian path in the 
subset lattice  2t.   



Discard the Hats 

(Ø, {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {2,4}, {1,4}, {1,3}, {1,2,3}, {2,3,4}) 



 Monotone Hamiltonian Stubs 

Definition  Let  t ≥ 1.  When n  <  2t, a listing   
(A1, A2, …, An)  of  n  distinct subsets of  {1, 2, …, t}  is 
called a monotone hamiltonian stub provided 
 
    1.   |Ai  Δ  Ai +1| = 1  for all  i = 1, 2, …, n-1. 
    2.   A1  = Ø . 
    3.   Aj    Ai  implies  j  ≤  i+1, for all  i, j = 1, 2, …, n. 

    4.   If  |Ai| > 1, then all subsets having cardinality  
          at most |Ai| - 2  are listed before  Ai.   



 WTT’s Intuition May Be Faulty??!!! 

Easy Fact  For each t ≥ 1, it is easy to see that there are  
double exponentially many monotone hamiltonian stubs 
that contain all  2-element subsets of  {1, 2, …, t}. 
 
WTT felt that if someone would show him how to find any 
monotone hamiltonian stub containing all the  3-element 
subsets of  {1, 2, …, t}, then it would be a straightforward 
exercise to show that there are monotone hamiltonian 
paths in the subset lattice   2t,  for all  t ≥ 1. 



 Progress Can Be Deceiving??!! 

Theorem (Birό and Howard,  ‘09)   There are doubly 
exponentially many monotone hamiltonian stubs 
containing all the  3-element subsets of  {1, 2, …, t}. 
 
Not So Pleasant Fact  Their proof does not seem to 
say anything about monotone hamiltonian paths in 
general.  It does suggest that with considerably more 
effort, one might be able to show that there is a 
monotone hamiltonian stub containing all  4-element 
subsets of  {1, 2, …, t}. 


